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Abstract. We present Clara, a novel static-analysis framework for the
implementation of hybrid static/dynamic typestate analyses. Clara uses
static typestate analyses to automatically convert any AspectJ monitoring aspect into a residual runtime monitor that only monitors events
triggered by program locations that the analyses failed to prove safe.
If the static analysis succeeds on all locations, this gives strong static
guarantees. If not, the efficient residual runtime monitor is guaranteed
to capture property violations at runtime.
Researchers can easily integrate their own static typestate analyses into
Clara. We instantiated Clara with three static typestate analyses
and applied these analyses to monitoring aspects generated from tracematches and by the JavaMOP runtime-monitoring tool.
Clara is available as open source. We hope that other researchers will
soon be joining us in using Clara, and that this will foster progress in
the field of typestate analysis.
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Introduction

A typestate property describes which operations are available on a group of
inter-related objects, depending on this group’s internal state, the typestate.
Software engineers use typestate properties to describe important properties
of the programs they develop. For instance, a program should not write to a
connection handle while this handle is in state “closed”. Figure 1 shows a finitestate machine that expresses the language of all program executions that violate
this property. Researchers have developed static [3,5,6,8,9] and dynamic [1,7]
analysis tools that, given a program and a set of typestate properties that this
program should adhere to, verify whether the program may violate these properties. While static-analysis tools inspect the program’s code, dynamic analysis
tools instrument the program under test with a runtime monitor that will notify
the user of any property violations that do occur at runtime. Many dynamic
analysis tools use a two-staged approach to instrument the program under test.
The tools generate instrumentation code in the form of AspectJ aspects. The
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user can then enable runtime checks for the program under test by weaving these
aspects into the program. That way, AspectJ has become a popular intermediate
representation for runtime-monitoring tools.
In this work we present Clara, a novel framework that aids researchers
in implementing hybrid typestate analyses, i.e. static analysis with a dynamic
monitoring component. Clara uses static typestate analyses to automatically
convert any AspectJ monitoring aspect into a residual runtime monitor that only
monitors events triggered by program locations that the analyses failed to prove
safe. If the analysis succeeds on all program locations then this is a strong static
guarantee that the given program cannot violate its typestate properties. Otherwise, the residual runtime monitor is guaranteed to catch property violations
that do occur at runtime. Because this monitor is only notified about events at
the program locations that the static analysis failed to prove safe (often just a
few), the residually instrumented program usually executes much faster than a
fully instrumented program would execute.
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The Clara framework

Figure 2 gives an overview of Clara. The major design goal of Clara was
to allow researchers to combine a wide range of static typestate analyses with a
wide range of runtime monitors. To achieve this goal, we needed to de-couple the
runtime-monitoring efforts from the static-analysis components. Because, as we
mentioned, AspectJ has become a very popular intermediate representation for
runtime monitors, we decided to use this same layer of abstraction for Clara’s
input as well. Hence, with Clara, the researcher first defines a set of runtime
monitors for typestate properties using a runtime-monitoring tool. Normally, this
tool would then generate a plain-AspectJ aspect. However, to communicate the
typestate properties themselves to Clara’s static analyses the tool also generates a special annotation to the aspect, called a “dependency state machine”. It
is easy to extend the monitoring tools to generate these annotations and we have
modified JavaMOP and the tracematches compiler accordingly. If the monitoring tool does not support generating annotations the researcher can also easily
write the annotation by hand.
As Figure 2 shows, Clara first weaves the monitoring aspect into the program. The dependency state machine defined in the annotation provides Clara
with enough domain-specific knowledge to then analyze the woven program. Researchers can add a number of static analyses to Clara and have them applied
in any order. When any of these analyses determines that an instrumentation
point is irrelevant to all stated properties, i.e. can neither lead to a violation
of this property, nor can prevent a property violation, then Clara disables the
instrumentation at this point. The result is an optimized instrumented program
that updates the runtime monitor only at locations that remain enabled.
In addition, users can instruct Clara to modify the advice dispatch of the
monitoring aspect in such a way that the program under test can be used for
Collaborative Runtime Verification [4]. In Collaborative Runtime Verification,
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Fig. 2. Overview of Clara

different users are sent differently configured versions of the program under test,
where each version only contains partial monitoring code. This usually helps
keep the monitoring overhead low. By design, this partitioning of instrumentation points is orthogonal to the static-analysis engine, i.e. it can be used in
combination with any static analysis (or all of them).
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Why researchers should use Clara

We believe that Clara is an attractive framework to researchers in the fields of
both dynamic and static typestate analysis alike. Researchers who experiment
with dynamic typestate analysis through runtime monitoring can use Clara’s
static analyses to obtain more efficient runtime monitors. For some monitoring
approaches, converting a “full” runtime monitor into a residual one can cause
speed-ups of several orders of magnitude [5,6] and can therefore make monitoring approaches realistic that seem unrealistic without such static-analysis component. In our experiments, we have seen such speedups with runtime monitors
generated from tracematches [1] and JavaMOP [7]. Making a runtime-monitoring
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tool fit for Clara is often easy. Many such tools already generate AspectJ aspects anyway. Augmenting the aspect with a dependency state machine is often
an easy task. Clara then handles everything else automatically.
Clara is also an attractive framework for researchers in the field of static
typestate analyses. The typestate-analysis problem is generally undecidable and
therefore any static typestate analysis must have some amount of false positives,
i.e. the analysis will report that the given program may violate its typestate
properties at program locations at which no violations will actually occur. A
purely static analysis would just require the user to deal with these false alarms.
Using Clara, the analysis can be used to automatically specialize an appropriate
runtime monitor that only signals property violations as they actually occur
at runtime. Further, Clara offers convenient abstractions and templates to
implement static typestate analyses. We provide Clara pre-equipped with three
example analyses of varying precision and complexity [5,6].
Clara is freely available as open source at http://bodden.de/clara/,
along with extensive documentation, the author’s dissertation, which describes
Clara in detail, and with benchmark results. We hope that other researchers
will soon be joining us in using Clara, and that this will foster progress in the
field of hybrid static/dynamic program analysis.
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